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Mining Assoiation Rules using Formal ConeptAnalysisNiolas PasquierLIMOS, Universit�e Blaise Pasal - Clermont-Ferrand II,24 Avenue des Landais, F{63177 Aubi�ere, Franepasquier�libd2.univ-bplermont.frAbstrat. In this paper, we give an overview of the use of Formal Con-ept Analysis in the framework of assoiation rule extration. Using fre-quent losed itemsets and their generators, that are de�ned using theGalois losure operator, we address two major problems: response timesof assoiation rule extration and the relevane and usefulness of dis-overed assoiation rules. We quikly review the Close and the A-Closealgorithms for extrating frequent losed itemsets using their generatorsthat redue response times of the extration, speially in the ase of or-related data. We also present de�nitions of the generi and informativebases for assoiation rules whih generation improves the relevane andusefulness of disovered assoiation rules.1 IntrodutionData mining has been extensively addressed for the last years as the omputa-tional part of Knowledge Disovery in Databases (KDD), speially the problemof disovering assoiation rules. Its aim is to exhibit relationships between item-sets (sets of binary attributes) in large databases. An example of assoiationrules, �tting in the ontext of market basket data analysis, is \ereal ^ milk !sugar (support 10%, on�dene 60%)" stating that 60% of ustomers who buyereals and sugar also buy milk and that 10% of all ustomers buy all threeitems. When an assoiation rule has support and on�dene exeeding someuser-de�ned minimum support and minimum on�dene thresholds, the rule isonsidered as relevant for supporting deision making [AIS93℄. Assoiation ruleshave been suessfully applied in a wide range of domains, among whih market-ing deision support, diagnosis and medial researh support, teleommuniationproess improvement, web site management and aess, the analysis of multime-dia, spatial, geographial and statistial data, et.The �rst phase of the assoiation rule extration onsists in seleting usefuldata from the database and transforming it in a data mining ontext. Thisontext is a triplet D = (O; I;R), where O and I are �nite sets of objets anditems respetively, and R � O � I is a binary relation. Eah ouple (o; i) 2 Rdenotes the fat that the objet o 2 O is related to the item i 2 I. Two majorproblems for the assoiation rule extration give plae to interesting researhtopis: the problem of response times of the extration and the problem of therelevane and the usefulness of extrated assoiation rules.



2 Response times of the extrationExisting approahes for mining assoiation rules are based on the following de-omposition of the problem: the extration of frequent itemsets1 and their sup-ports from the ontext and then the generation of all valid assoiation rules2.The �rst phase is the most omputationally intensive part of the proess, sinethe number of potential frequent itemsets is exponential in the size of the setof items and several database passes are required. Two approahes have beenproposed: levelwise algorithms for extrating frequent itemsets and algorithmsfor extrating maximal frequent itemsets. These algorithms give aeptable re-sponse times when mining assoiation rules from weakly orrelated data, suhas market basket data, but their performanes drastially derease when theyare applied to orrelated data, suh as statistial or medial data for instane.We reall these two approahes and present then our approah whih is basedon Formal Conept Analysis [GW99℄.2.1 Levelwise algorithms for extrating frequent itemsetsThese algorithms onsider during eah iteration a set of itemsets of a givensize, i.e., a set of itemsets of a \level" of the itemset lattie. These algorithmsare based on the following properties in order to limit the number of andidateitemsets onsidered: all the supersets of an infrequent itemset are infrequent andall the subsets of a frequent itemset are frequent [AS94,MTV94℄. Using this prop-erty, the andidate k-itemsets3 of the kth iteration are generated by joining twofrequent (k-1)-itemsets disovered during the preeding iteration. The Apriori[AS94℄ and OCD [MTV94℄ algorithms arry out a number of sans of the ontextequal to the size of the largest frequent itemsets. The Partition [SON95℄ algo-rithm allows the parallelization of the proess of extration and the algorithmDIC [BMUT97℄ redues the number of ontext sans by onsidering itemsets ofdi�erent sizes during eah iteration. The Partition and DIC algorithms involveadditional osts in CPU time ompared to the Apriori and OCD algorithms dueto the inrease in the number of andidate itemsets tested.2.2 Algorithms for extrating maximal frequent itemsetsThese algorithms are based on the property that the maximal frequent item-sets, i.e., the frequent itemsets of whih all the supersets are infrequent, forma border under whih all itemsets are frequent. The extration of the maximalfrequent itemsets is arried out by an iterative browsing of the itemset lattiethat \advanes" by one level from the bottom upwards and by one or more lev-els from the top downwards during eah iteration. Using the maximal frequent1 An itemset is frequent if its support is greater or equal to the minimal supportthreshold.2 An assoiation rule is valid if its support and on�dene are at least equal to theminimal support and the minimal on�dene thresholds.3 An itemset of size k is alled a k-itemset.



itemsets, all the frequent itemsets are derived and their supports are determinedby performing one �nal san of the ontext. Four algorithms based on this ap-proah were proposed; they are the Piner-Searh [LK98℄, MaxClique and Max-Elat [ZPOL97℄, and Max-Miner [Bay98℄ algorithms. These algorithms reduethe number of iterations, and thus derease the number of ontext sans andthe number of CPU operations arried out, ompared to levelwise algorithms forextrating frequent itemsets.2.3 Algorithms for extrating frequent losed itemsetsIn ontrast to the two previous approahes, our approah [PBTL99a℄ is basedon Formal Conept Analysis. The losure operator  of the Galois onnetion[GW99℄ is the omposition of the appliation �, that assoiates with O � O theitems ommon to all objets o 2 O, and the appliation  , that assoiates withan itemset I � I the objets related to all items i 2 I (the objets \ontaining"I). The losure operator  = � Æ assoiates with an itemset I the maximal setof items ommon to all the objets ontaining I , i.e., the intersetion of theseobjets. Using this losure operator, the frequent losed itemsets are de�ned.De�nition 1 (Frequent losed itemsets). A frequent itemset I � I is afrequent losed itemset i� (I) = I.The frequent losed itemsets onstitute, together with their supports, a gen-erating set for all frequent itemsets and their supports and thus for all assoiationrules, their supports and their on�denes [PBTL99a℄. This property relies onthe properties that the support of a frequent itemset is equal to the supportof its losure and that the maximal frequent itemsets are maximal frequentlosed itemsets. Two eÆient levelwise algorithms, alled Close [PBTL99a℄ andA-Close [PBTL99b℄, for extrating frequent losed itemsets from large databaseswere proposed. In order to improve the eÆieny of the extration, the Closeand the A-Close algorithms onsider the generator itemsets of the frequent loseditemsets.De�nition 2 (Generator itemsets). An itemset G � I is a generator of alosed itemset I i� (G) = I and �G0 � I with G0 � G suh that (G0) = I.Close and A-Close perform a breadth-�rst searh for the (frequent) generatorsof the frequent losed itemsets in a levelwise manner. During an iteration k, theClose algorithm onsiders a set of andidate generators of size k, it determinestheir supports and their losures, and then deletes all infrequent generators. Thesupports and the losures of the andidate k-generators are omputed by per-forming one database pass and, for eah generator G, interseting all the objetsontaining G (their number gives the support of G). During the (k + 1)th iter-ation, the andidate (k + 1)-generators are onstruted by joining two frequentk-generators if their k � 1 �rst items are idential, and the andidate (k + 1)-generators obtained are pruned if they are known to be infrequent or their losure



is already omputed. In the A-Close algorithm, the generator itemsets are iden-ti�ed aording to their supports only, sine the support of a generator itemsetis di�erent from the supports of all its subsets, and one more database pass isperformed at the end of the algorithm for omputing the losures of all frequentgenerators disovered. Both algorithms initialize at the begining the set of andi-date 1-generators with the list of all itemsets of size 1. Experimental results showthat these algorithms are partiularly eÆient for mining assoiation rules fromdense or orrelated data that represent an important part of real life databases.On suh data, Close outperforms A-Close, and they both learly outperformalgorithms for extrating frequent itemsets, whereas for weakly orrelated data,A-Close outperforms Close and is in the range of algorithms desribed in se-tion 2.1.3 Relevane of extrated assoiation rulesThe problem of the usefulness and the relevane of disovered assoiation rulesis related to the huge number of rules extrated and the presene of many redun-danies among them for many datasets, espeially for orrelated data. Severalapproahes for solving this problem have been proposed. We �rst quikly reviewthese approahes and present then the approah we propose that onsists in gen-erating non-redundant assoiation rules with minimal anteedents and maximalonsequents using Formal Conept Analysis.3.1 Previous workThe use of statisti measures other than on�dene, suh as onvition, Pear-son's orrelation or �2 test, to ompute the preision of rules is proposed in[BMS97,SBM98℄. Generalized assoiation rules, that are rules between item-sets that belong to di�erent levels of a taxonomy of the items, are de�ned in[HF95,SA95℄. In [He96,ST96℄, deviation measures, i.e., measures of distanebetween assoiation rules used for pruning similar ones, are de�ned using sup-port and on�dene. Item onstraints [BAG99,NLHP98℄ are boolean expressionsthat allow the user to speify the form of assoiation rules that will be seleted.In [BG99℄, A-maximal rules, that are rules for whih the population of objetsonerned is redued when an item is added to the anteedent, are de�ned. In[PBTL99℄, the Duquenne-Guigues basis for global impliations [DG86,GW99℄and the Luxenburger basis for partial impliations [Lux91℄ are adapted to the as-soiation rules framework. These bases are minimal with respet to the numberof rules extrated, but they are not made up of the most informative assoiationrules that are non-redundant rules with minimal anteedents and maximal on-sequents, alled minimal non-redundant assoiation rules. We believe that theserules are the most relevant and useful from the point of view of the user, on-sidering the fat that in pratie the user annot infer all other valid rules fromthe rules extrated while visualizing them. None of the approahes proposed inprevious work allows to generate only these rules.



3.2 Minimal non-redundant assoiation rulesFrom the point of view of the user, an assoiation rule is redundant if it on-veys the same information { or less general information { than the informationonveyed by another rule of the same range (support) and the same preision(on�dene). In previous work for reduing redundant impliation rules (fun-tional dependanies), the notion of non-redundany onsidered is related to theinferene system using Armstrong axioms [Arm74℄. This notion is not to be on-fused with the notion of non-redundany we onsider here. To our knowledge,suh an inferene system for assoiation rules, i.e., taking into aount supportsand on�denes of the rules, does not exist. An assoiation rule r 2 E is non-redundant and minimal if there is no other assoiation rule r0 2 E with samesupport and on�dene and, whih anteedent is a subset of the anteedent of rand whih onsequent is a superset of the onsequent of r.De�nition 3 (Minimal non-redundant assoiation rules). An assoiationrule r : I1 ! I2 is a minimal non-redundant assoiation rule i� not exists anassoiation rule r0 : I 01 ! I 02 suh that support(r) = support(r0), on�dene(r)= on�dene(r0), I 01 � I1 and I2 � I 02.Given this haraterization, we de�ne the generi basis for exat assoiationrules (100% on�dene rules) and the informative basis for approximate assoia-tion rules. These bases are onstituted of the minimal non-redundant exat andapproximate assoiation rules respetively. Let FC be the set of frequent loseditemsets and let FG be the set of their (minimal) generators.De�nition 4 (Generi basis). The generi basis ontains all rules with theform r : G ! (F n G) between a generator itemset G 2 FG and its losure(G) 2 FC suh that G 6= (G).De�nition 5 (Informative basis). The informative basis ontains all ruleswith the form r : G ! (F n G) between a generator itemset G 2 FG and afrequent losed itemset F 2 FC that is a superset of its losure: (G) � F . Thetransitive redution of this basis, i.e., for �F 0 2 FC suh that (G) � F 0 � F ,is also a basis for all approximate assoiation rules.All valid assoiation rules, their supports and their on�denes an be de-dued from the union of the generi basis and the informative basis or its tran-sitive redution. Results of experimentations onduted on real-life databasesshow that their generation is eÆient and useful in pratie, partiularly whenmining assoiation rules from orrelated data.Referenes[AIS93℄ R. Agrawal, T. Imielinski, and A. Swami. Mining assoiation rules betweensets of items in large databases. Pro. SIGMOD onf., 207{216, May 1993.[AS94℄ R. Agrawal and R. Srikant. Fast algorithms for mining assoiation rules inlarge databases. Pro. VLDB onf., 478{499, September 1994.
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